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Abstract 
WC consider the nonprccmptivc single machine scheduling problem with multiple due-dates 
(delivery dates). where the time between two consecutive due-dates is a constant. Given a set 
of jobs, we are interested in scheduling the jobs such that the sum of the total due-date cost 
and the total earliness cost is minimized with the constraint that each job must be finished at or 
before its due-date. We show that this problem is strongly NP-hard in general. We then analyze 
the problem where the number of due-dates is bounded by a given constant. We describe a 
pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming algorithm for this restricted problem. A heuristic is 
also provided and worst-case analysis is performed. An efficient algorithm is developed to solve 
the special case where all the job processing times are identical. 
Kewwdx Delivery dateq Scheduling; Single rnachirle 
1. Introduction 
The significance of assigning accurate due-dates to jobs and having them meet the 
due-dates is well-addressed in the scheduling literature. In recent years, there appeared 
a number of articles on machine scheduling problems with earliness/tardiness penalties 
about a single common due-date (see [4]). However, in many manufacturing environ- 
ments, there are multiple delivery dates in the planning horizon while the time interval 
between any two consecutive delivery dates is constant. For example, a company may 
deliver only once a week, and the delivery dates are scheduled on every Friday. As 
mentioned in [9], this kind of fixed interval delivery strategy results from transportation 
and handling economies that make it advantageous to consolidate shipments. 
In this paper, we consider the nonpreemptive single machine scheduling problem 
with multiple due-dates (delivery dates), where the time between two consecutive due- 
dates is a given constant z. Given a set of n simultaneously available jobs, we are 
interested in scheduling the jobs such that the sum of the total due-date cost and the 
total earliness cost is minimized with the constraint that each job must be finished at 
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or before its due-date. We assume that the due-date cost of each job is proportional to 
the length of its due-date, and the earliness cost of a job is proportional to the amount 
of earliness. Since all due-dates are assumed to be integer multiple of a constant, this 
problem is called the jixed interval due-date scheduling problem with earliness and 
due-date costs and is denoted by P. We also denote the problem by P(m) if the due- 
dates are restricted to r, 22,. . . , mz, i.e., if all the jobs are required to be completed by 
time mt. 
Chhajed [6] has considered problem P(2), i.e., the two-interval due-date scheduling 
problem with earliness and due-date costs. He has shown that P(2) is NP-hard and 
developed a procedure to obtain lower and upper bounds on the optimal solution value. 
Lee et al. [8] have studied the common due-date problem with earliness-tardiness cost 
and number of tardy job cost, where the number of tardy job cost can be considered 
implicitly as the due-date cost. Matsuo [9] has considered a problem similar to ours. 
He studied the problem with fixed delivery dates to minimize the sum of overtime 
and weighted tardiness costs where each job has a different deadline date. He showed 
that the problem in its simplest form is NP-hard. He then presented an approximation 
algorithm based on a capacitated transshipment formulation. Other machine scheduling 
models with earliness costs and deadline constraints have also been considered by 
Schneeberger [l 11, Ahmadi and Bagchi [l-3], and Chand and Schneeberger [5]. 
In this paper, we show that problem P is NP-hard in the strong sense, while problem 
P(m) is pseudo-polynomial time solvable if m is a fixed number. We then provide an 
efficient heuristic to solve problem P(m). This heuristic has a constant worst-case error 
bound provided that m is given as a constant. An 0(n3) time algorithm is developed 
to solve the special case where all the job processing times are identical. 
2. Notation and properties of the optimal solution 
Let {Jl,..., Jn} be the set of all jobs and pj be the processing time of job Jj 
(j = l,..., n). As mentioned in Section 1, parameter r is the length of each due- 
date interval. Thus, the set of all possible due-dates is {r,2r,3r,. . .}. Let Cj be the 
completion time of job Jj. If we have a schedule with (i - 1)~ < Cj < iT, then we 
know that the due-date of Jj cannot be less than iz. Also, it is obvious that it is 
nonoptimal to assign a due-date greater than iz to this job. Hence, the due-dates of the 
jobs are determined once a schedule is provided. In other words, our problem is to 
form a schedule of jobs that minimizes the total cost, rather than solving a “due-date 
assignment problem”. Let p be the due-date cost per due-date interval and c( be the 
earliness penalty (or inventory holding cost) per unit time. Thus, if (i- 1)~ < Cj 6 iz, 
then the due-date cost of JJ is iB and the earliness penalty of Jj is (i7 - Cj)a. In this 
case, job Jj will be delivered at time iz. Here, we assume that /3 is independent of i 
and j. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that pj d r for every job Jj and that all the jobs 
are available at time zero. Idle time between jobs is allowed while preemption is not 
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Fig. 1. intervals and due-dates 
allowed. Without loss of generality, we also assume that the per unit earliness penalty 
is equal to one (i.e., CI = 1). In problem P(m), we further assume that 2 <m <n, 
and that c/“=, pj bmz so that a feasible schedule always exists. We now state some 
important properties of the optimal solution of problems P and P(m). 
Property 1. There exists an optimal solution such that ull jobs having the .wme thrr- 
dute are sequenced in the Longest Processing Time (LPT) order. 
Proof. By a simple job interchange argument. c1 
Property 2. There exists an optimal solution such that if u job Jj completes at time 
t und there is an idle time after t, then t = kz jbr some k E Z+. 
Proof. For otherwise we can shift Ji to the right and reduce the total cost. II: 
Property 3. There exists an optimal solution such thut jobs are dided into sewral 
groups, where the jobs in each group ure processed consecutiaely und the last ,joh in 
the group completes at time kz for some k E Z’. 
Proof. It follows directly from Property 2. U 
For example, in Fig. 1, 51 and 52 belong to the I st group, and J3, 54 and JS 
to the 2nd group. In this case, we say that group 1 “covers” the 1st due-date 
while group 2 “covers” the 2nd and 3rd due-date periods. The due-date of JI 




Remark 1. If fl = 0 and Cl=r pj is significantly small (e.g., Cy=, pj<t) then prob- 
lem P(m) is equivalent to the Pm(l c Cj problem (i.e., the n-job m-parallel-machine 
scheduling problem with an objective of minimizing the total completion time; see 
Pinedo [lo] for a detailed discussion of this problem). In fact, for any instance of 
P(m ) with /7 = 0 and CyEl pj small enough, the optimal solution value of P(m) is 
equal to Z - x7=, pi, where Z is the optimal solution value of the corresponding 
instance of Pm ( 1 )J Cj. 
3. Computational complexity 
In this section, we show that our problem is strongly NP-hard in general. A pseudo- 
polynomial time algorithm is then provided for the case when the number of intervals 
is fixed. We first consider the computational complexity of problem P. 
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Theorem 1. Problem P is NP-hard in the strong sense. 
Proof. We transform the Numerical 3-Dimensional Matching (N3DM) problem to 
problem P. An instance of N3DM has three disjoint sets FV = {at,, . . . ,a~,}, X = 
{a21 ,...,~2~}, and Y = {a31 , . . . ,qm} of positive integers with 1 WJ = 1x1 = (YI = m 
and a bound B E Z+. (W e may assume that ah < B for all k = 1,2,3 and i = 
1 , . . . , m.) The instance asks whether W UX U Y can be partitioned into m disjoint sets 
Al,& . . . ,A,,, such that each Ai contains exactly one element from each of W, X, and 
Y and such that, for 1 di dm, CA, a = B. N3DM is known to be NP-complete in the 
strong sense (see [7]). 
Given an arbitrary instance of N3DM, we let 
A4 = 3 2 UI~ i- 2 5 ~2; + 2 u3i + (24m + 4)mB 
i=l i=l i=l 
and 
K=(2m2+2m+1)M, 
Then we construct the following instance of P with 4m + K jobs: 
Pi =K for i = l,...,m; 
pm_ti = CZI~ + 4mB, for i = l,...,m; 
P2m+i = Q2i + (4m + 1 )B, for i = l,...,m; 
P3m+; = a3i + (4m + 2)B, for i = I,...,m; 
P4m+, = z, for i = l,...,K; 
length of each due-date interval, r = K + (12m + 4)B; 
due-date cost, p = M; 
threshold, L = K + MK 
( 
K+l 
m + - 
) 2 . 
Obviously, this construction can be done in pseudo-polynomial time. Suppose there 
exists a partition {Al, AZ,. . . , A,} of W U X U Y such that each .4i contains exactly 
one element from each of W, X, and Y and CA, a = B for i = 1,. . . ,m. Then for 
i==l , . . . ,m, we assign due-date iz to the jobs 
{A> U {Jm+k 1 alk E Ai) U {&+k 1 a2k E Ai} U {J3m+k 1 a3k E 4) 
and arrange these 4 jobs in the Longest Processing Time (LPT) order. We schedule 
the jobs JJm+r,..., Jdrn+~ to complete at time (m + 1 )T, . . . , (m + K)z, respectively. The 
total due-date cost of this assignment is 
Note that for i = 1 , . . . , m, the total processing time of the jobs get assigned due- 
date iz is pi + CA, a + 4mB + (4m + l)B + (4m + 2)B = K + (12m + 4)B = z (see 
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Jobs Jobs Jobs 
corresponding corresponding corresponding 
to A, to AI to Am 
h rJ_> i- 
~____ 
I’ / 
J, J2 . . . J, I 
J 4m+, . . . . . J 4nirX 
I 
I I 1 
0 K T+K (m-l)r+K 
7 27 (m-l)? mr (m+l)r ,m + K)r 
Fig. 2. The schedule in the proof of Theorem I 
Fig. 2). Hence, the total earliness of jobs J,+~t.. . ,Jlm and Jd,,,+,,. . . ,J~,,,+K is 0; the 
total earliness of jobs Jzm+l,. . . , Jjm is Cr=, ati + 4m2B; the total earliness of jobs 
JA~+I,. . . Jd,,, is Cy=, ari + Cz, azi + (8m + 1 )mB; and the total earliness of jobs 
JI....,J, is C~:,UI, + Cr!, u2i + x:1, ~23~ + ( 12~ + 3)mB. Therefore, the total cost 
of this schedule is 
2m(m+l)M+hfK ( K+l m+-_1) +3~a,i+2~N2, i=l 1=I 








Conversely, suppose there exists a solution to problem P with total cost at most f.. 
First note that since no job has processing time greater than t and the total processing 
time of all jobs is equal to (m + K)z, the total due-date cost for those jobs with due- 
dates (m+l)z,(m+2)z,..., (m+K)z is at least [(m+l)+(m+2)+~~~+(m+K)]~ = 
MK(m + (K + 1)/2). Thus, no two jobs from JI, . . , J, can have the same due-date, for 
otherwise one of these two jobs will have an earliness of at least K and the total cost 
will be greater than K + MK(m + (K + 1)/2) = L, which is impossible. Note also that 
all the jobs must be completed by time (m + K)T, for otherwise the total due-date cost 
of the last K jobs will exceed L. Hence, there must be no idle time between jobs in the 
schedule, and jobs JI,. . ,J, and Jbm+l,. . , J~,,,+K must be assigned different due-dates 
(recall that the processing time of each J dm+t,. ,Jdrn+~ is equal to t). By Property I, 
each of these m+K jobs must be the first job in each “due-date period”. Thus. there are 
at most four jobs with due-date T, because the total processing time of any four small 
jobs is greater than T - K (here, “small” jobs refer to jobs Jm+l,. . . , JdnI). Similarly, 
there are at most 4i jobs with due-date less than or equal to ix, for i = 1.. . , wt. 
Since there are 4m + K jobs to be arranged into m + K periods and at most 4i jobs 
can be scheduled within the first i periods, the least possible total due-date cost will 
be achieved if we schedule four jobs in each of the first m periods, and one job in 
each of periods m + 1, m + 2,. . . , m + K. The total due-date cost of such a schedule is 
A4K(m+(K+1)/2)+4(1+~~~+m)M=L-M. 
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This implies that the total earliness cost of all the jobs is at most M. The minimum 
total earliness of a schedule with jobs Ji ,...,Jdm scheduled in m different periods is 
at least equal to the minimum total flow time of assigning {Jm+l, Jm+2,. . . , J4,} onto 
m parallel machines (see Remark 1). The optimal solution to this Pm/l c Cj problem 
is obtained by the SPT rule (see [lo]), and the optimal total flow time is equal to 
xL,[usr + (4m+2)B] + 2Cy=,[azi + (4m+l)B] + 3 Cy!,[uli + 4mB] = M. Hence, 
the minimum total earliness of our schedule is equal to M, which is achieved NZ/~I 
if each of J,+ 1, Jn,+2, . . . , Jz,,, completes at its due-date and each of Jm+l, J,,,+l,. . , Jz,,, 
is preceded by a job in {Jz,,,+~, . . , Jjm} and each of J~,,,+I, Jlm+2,. . . , J3m is preceded 
by a job in {Jjm+l...., Jdm} (since the processing times of Jjm+i,. . . , Jd,,, are greater 
than those of Jl,,,+i,. ..,Jj,,,, which in turn are greater than those of J,,+l,. . , J&). 
In other words, exactly one job from each of {Jnl+l,. . .,Jzm}, {Jzm+l ,..., J3m}, and 
{J3m+1,...,J4ml must be assigned to the ith period and the total processing time 
of the three small jobs with the same due-date must be equal to (12m + 4)B. This 
implies the existence of a partition Ai,Az,. . . ,A, of IV U X U Y such that each Ai 
contains exactly one element from each of W, X, and Y, and CA, a = B for i = 
I,...,m. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
We now consider problem P(m). If m is a fixed number, P(m) can be solved in 
pseudo-polynomial time by using the following dynamic program. We first sort the 
jobs in nondecreasing processing times, i.e., pl< p2 d . < p,,. 
Dynamic program for P(m) 
(1) Define f(nt ,..., n,;ti ,..., t,) = minimum cost to schedule 
Jlll+-+ll, such that the first nl jobs XI = {JI,. . . , J,, } have due-date r, 
&={Jn,+l~...,Jn,+nz} h ave due-date 22, etc., and such that the total 
of the jobs in Xi is ti (i = I,...,m). 
(2) Recurrence relation: 
where 
+(ti - j+Si)+ip+Fi}, 
P = Pn,+...+n, 
and 
6, = max 
{ 
(ti+i - r)+,(ti+i + ti+2 - 22)+, . . 
jobs J,,J2 ,..., 
the next n2 jobs 
processing time 
.,n,;tl,..., ti-l,fi-_,ti+l,...,tm) 
, (tj+i + . . + tm - (m - i)z)+} 








and (x)+ G max{x,O}. [Note: t, has to be equal to Cafe”“““’ pi - CT=C’ tk.] 
(3 ) Boundary condition 
f(0 )...) 0;o ,..., 0) = 0. 
(4) Objective 
min f(nl,...,n,;t,,...,t,) nl +...+n, =n and tl +...+t, = 2 pj 
j-l 
In the above recurrence relation, we want to select the best possible due-date period 
for the (ni + . . + n,)th job. If this job is assigned to the ith due-date period, then 
the total cost of the partial schedule containing jobs Ji, , J,, +...+,,,, is equal to 
.f(Hl . . ..T n,-l,n,-l,ni+l r..., n,;r1,...1 ti-,,tl-~,t,+l,-.., fin) 
plus the cost incurred by assigning J,,,+...+,,, to the schedule. Note that in the recurrence 
relation, (ti - $+b‘i) is the earliness cost and ifl is the due-date cost of Jn,+...+n,,, where 
6; is the earliness of the last job in Xi. Fi is the additional earliness cost of the jobs with 
due-dates r, 22,. . , (i- 1 )r incurred by assigning J,,,-c...+n, to the ith due-date period. 
Note that for 1 <k -c i, [(ti + 6; - r )+ - [(k - 1 )r - ~~~~_,,, t/l+]+ is the increase 
in earliness of each job with due-date (i - k)t if Jn,_+..+, is assigned due-date iz. If 
(ti+6, -t)+ - [(i- 1)r - Cl:: tj]’ > 0, then infeasibility will occur if J,,,+,_.+,,,,, is
assigned to the ith due-date period. For example, we consider the schedule depicted in 
Fig. 3(i) with m = 4 and r = 10. Six jobs have already been scheduled. Suppose the 
seventh job with 7 units of processing time is assigned due-date 30. then as shown in 
Fig. 3( ii), the earliness of Js, J1, 53, J2 increases by 1, 1, 3, 3 units, respectively. In this 
case, F3 = Cf=, ns_~[(t~-lO)f-[(k-l)lO-&~ t,]+]+ = 8 (note: ni = 2, n7 = 2., 
tl = 8, t2 = 8, and t3 = 13). Now, suppose the processing time of the seventh job is 9, 
then as shown in Fig. 3(iii), the solution becomes infeasible if 57 is assigned due-date 
30. In this case, (tj-lO)+ - ~~=r(lO-t~_i)’ > 0, and FJ = fw (note: t3 = 15). 
Note that in the recurrence relation, t, has to be equal to Cafe”“““’ pj - Coyly’ tk, 
i.e., the value of t,,, is determined by the values of tl.. . , t,_l Hence, the total number 
of feasible combinations of nl,. . ,n,; tl,. . . , t,,, is bounded by nm(2T)m-‘, while each 
J’(n,- . . . . n,;t I,..., t,,,) can be evaluated in constant time if m is constant. Hence, the 
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PS = 6 p,=2 P3 = 5 Pz =3 ~4 =6 P6 =7 
I I 
0 r=lO 27=20 3T=30 4r=40 
(i) Existing schedule 
~3 = 6 p,=2 P, = 5 Pz =3 J, PI =6 P6 =7 
I 
I I 
0 z=io 22=20 37= 30 42=40 
(ii) After inserting job J, (processing time = 7) into Interval 3 
ps=6 p,=2 P1 = 5 PI =3 ~4 =6 P6 =7 
I 
I I 
0 r=lO 2T=20 37=30 4r=40 
Fig. 3. An example of inserting a job into an existing schedule. 
computational complexity of this dynamic program is O(n”r”-I) provided that m is a 
fixed number. 
Remark 2. Consider the special situation as depicted in Fig. 4(i), we have Xi = 
{.h,h}, -& = {~3,~4>~5,~6}~ and Xs = (57). If a new job 5s is added to X3, then the 
completion time of J6 will be less than r (see Fig.4(ii)). In this case, we still treat J6 as 
an element of X2 with due-date 22 in the dynamic program. Since f (2,4,2; 5,12,12) is 
obviously greater than f(3,3,2; 8,9,12) in this example, the partial schedule 
(nl,nl,n3; tl, tz, t3) = (2,4,2; 5, 12,12) will not result in optimal solution. Hence, treat- 
ing J6 as an element of X2 will not affect the validity of the optimal solution. 
4. Heuristics and worst-case analysis 
We now present a heuristic for problem P(m) and analyze its worst-case performance. 
We first renumber the jobs such that pl< p2 ,< . . < pn. 
Heuristic H for P(m) 
Step 1: Arrange the jobs in LPT order (i.e., (J,, Jn-l, . . . , Jz, J, )) and process them 
as late as possible, i.e., the last job, Jl, will be completed at time mz and no idle time 
is inserted between any two consecutive jobs. 
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I 1 p1=3 p,=2 p6=3 ps=3 PI=3 P1=3I ip1=6-1 
(i) Before inserting JB into the schedule 
/ 
&3 pi=2 p6=3 ps=3 p4=3 p1=3 ps = 6 
I 
P, =6 
I I I 
I I 
0 r = 10 2r=20 3z=30 
/ 
J6 now completes before 5, 
however. it still belongs to X2 
(ii) After inserting JR into the schedule 
Fig. 4. An example with n, = 2. ,f2 = 4. nj = 2, f, = 5. tz = 12. and r3 = 12. 
Str/J 2: For i +- 1,. ,m-1, if no job is currently assigned due-date iz, then move the 
job J,i_l+t to the ith due-date period and have this job complete at time ix, otherwise 
STOP. 
Note that in the ith iteration of Step 2, we only move one job to the ith due-date 
period if no job is currently assigned to this period. The computational complexity of 
this heuristic is O(n log n). Let ZH denote the solution value obtained by the heuristic 
and Z* denote the corresponding optimal solution value; let Z,” and Zt be the total ear- 
liness penalty and total due-date cost, respectively, of the jobs in the heuristic solution; 
and let Zz and Zi be the total earliness penalty and total due-date cost, respectively. 
of the jobs in the optimal solution. 
Theorem 2. Heuristic H has a worst-use error hound qf’ ZHiZ* d m. 
Proof. We first consider a modified problem P’(m) with the same jobs as in problem 
P( m ) but with a new due-date cost /II’ = 0 and a new due-date interval r’ = EYE, p,. 
To simplify the analysis, we assume that in this modified problem, n = I&Z, where 
k is an integer (since we can always put in additional jobs with zero processing 
time without changing the optimal solution of P’(m)). Obviously, the optimal solution 
value of P’(m) is a lower bound of ZJ. Moreover, solving P’(m) is equivalent to 
solving the Pm / / C Ci scheduling problem (see Remark 1) by forming an SPT schedule 
on the m parallel processors. That is, if we assign jobs Ji. J,,,+,, Jz,,,+,, . . , J,k-1 )m+l 
to due-date it (i = 1,. . , m) and arrange the jobs in each due-date period in LPT 
order, then the schedule is optimal to P’(m). This optimal schedule has a total cost 
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Of 
(k - l)(Pl +... + Pm) + (k - ~)(P,+I + . . . + P2m) + . . + %P(k-3)m+l 
k-1 




Z,* 3 C(k - i) 2 P(i-l)m+j. 
i=l j=l 
(1) 
We now consider the heuristic solution of P(m). Let Y be the number of jobs moved 
during Step 2 of heuristic H (0 <r <m- 1). Clearly, 
p1 +p2+...+pn+-1 > (m-r- 1)r 
(otherwise, in the heuristic solution J,,-, completes after (r+ 1)r and no job is assigned 
due-date (Y + l)r, which is impossible). This, together with the fact that pj + . . . + 
~,,-~-l <(IT - Y - j)z, implies that 
pi + p2 +. . + pj-1 > (j - 12 + m - l)T, 
for j = n-m+2,..., n-r. For j = 1,. . , n, let Ej be the earliness of Jj in the heuristic 
solution. Thus, 
( 
= 0, for j = 1 and j = n-r+l,...,n; 
Ei 
i 
GPt+p2+..‘+pj-t, for j=2,...,n-m+l; 
d PI + p2 + ’ ’ + pj-1 
(2) 
-(j-n+m-l)z, for j = n-m+2,...,n-r; 
which implies 
n-r-1 m--r-l 
< C (n -r - I)pj - C iz, 
i=l i=l 
(3) 
since pt appears n - r - 1 times in the right-hand side of (2) when we sum up all 
El ,...,E,, and~~~~_,+2(j-n+m-l)z=~~~~‘~1iz.From(l)and(3)andn=km, 
we have 
k-l 
mZ,* - Z,” > m C(k - i) 5 p(i-l)m+j - h$‘pl(km - r - l)pr + “-f ’ iz 
i=l j=l I=1 i=l 
k-l I k m-r-1 m-r-1 
= C C_iPrm-r+j - C C j&-r-j + C ir, 
i=l j=l i=l j=1 i=l 
(4) 
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where the validity of this equation can easily be verified by using induction on k. Note 
that, by assumption, Cy=, pj <mz and pi < pl< < p,,. Hence, 
i Pli-l,m+l a. 
g P(i-I )nf+l + ,$ PC;-l)m+? 622. 
. 




Summing up the above (m - I’ - 1) inequalities, we have 
,,, ~ V ~ I 
c (III - r - I) 6 p(i-))m+/ < y-’ i7. 
I :I i-1 1x1 
Letting ,i = m - I’ - 1, we have Cy=T’-’ (nz -- I’ - I) Cfzl p(i-1 jrn+l = slurp’ j Ct , 
p,,,_p,. Thus, 
h V--r--! m-r-l I, m--r-l 
C ,2 _ip,m-r-, = C .iC Pin-r-j G C it. 
/:I j=l i=l I=1 
Hence. inequality (4) implies 
mz; - Z,” > 0, 
or 
ztr < nzZ” L’ e’ 
Notice that the due-date cost of a job ranges from r to mr, which implies 
z” < mz* <I’ cl. 
Therefore. 
ZH = Z,” + Zt <m(Z,+ + Zd*) = mZ*. 0 
For any given constant m, Theorem 2 provides us with a constant worst-case bound 
of m on the performance ratio Z”JZ*. Note that Step 2 of heuristic H is necessary 
in order to guarantee the error bound of m. Without Step 2, the performance of the 
heuristic can be arbitrarily bad. This can be seen from a simple instance with two jobs. 
each with a processing time 1, and 7 = 2, a = 0. Without Step 2, the total cost is I. 
yet the optimal solution is equal to 0 (provided that m 2 2 ). 
Note that heuristic H obtains a solution to P(m) without considering the due-date 
cost 11 at all. In fact, a simple way to improve heuristic H is to add a new step to the 
algorithm. 
Improved heuristic H’ for P(m) 
Step 1: Same as Step 1 of heuristic H. 
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Step 2: For i t 1,. . . , m - 1, if no job is currently assigned due-date iz, then move 
the job Jn-i+l to the ith due-date period and have this job complete at time iz, otherwise 
go to Step 3. 
Step 3: Let Y be the number of jobs moved in Step 2. For i = 1,. . . ,r and j = 
r + 1,. . . , m, move the jobs from the ith due-date period to the (m - r + i)th due-date 
period and move the jobs from period j to period j - Y. 
Note that before the move of jobs in Step 3, each of the due-date periods 1,. . . , r 
has only one job, while none of the periods r+ 1,. . . ,m is empty. Thus, Step 3 of 
H’ will not increase the total due-date cost, while the total earliness cost will not be 
affected by this step at all. Therefore, the solution obtained by H’ is no worse than 
that obtained by H. 
5. The equal processing time case 
In this section, we consider a special case of problem P where all the jobs have 
identical processing times, i.e., p1 = p2 = . . . = pn = p. In this special case, be- 
sides Properties 1, 2, and 3 described in Section 2, we have the following additional 
properties: 
Property 4. There exists an optimal solution such that if a group covers k > 1 due- 
date periods, then there are Lkz/p] jobs in that group, where 1.x] denotes the largest 
integer no greater than x. 
Proof. Obviously, such a group cannot contain more than [kz/pJ jobs. Now, suppose 
that it contains q < LkT/pi jobs. Let i, i + 1,. . . , i + k - 1 be the due-date periods 
covered by this group. Then we can move the first q - [(k- 1 )z/p] jobs in this group 
backward to period i so that the (q - [(k- l)r/pJ)th job in this group completes at 
time iz. That is, the group is now split into two groups (see Fig. 5). It is easy to see 
that this splitting of the group will neither increase the total due-date cost nor increase 
the total earliness penalty. q 
Property 5. There exists an optimal solution such that the groups are sequenced in 
a decreasing order of the number of jobs in the group. 
Proof. It can be proved easily by a group interchange argument. 0 
We now describe a solution method for the special case of P. This solution method 
is a dynamic programming algorithm, together with the fact that some quantities (Tii 
n 
and r,(l) as defined later) can be pre-calculated so that the dynamic program can 
solve the problem efficiently. Based on Property 4, we can calculate the total cost 
of each group given the due-date periods it covers. Define Tij as the total cost (in- 
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Original group 
c -Y 
I I I 
(i-l)T iz 
L Y / 
i” period 





(ii) After splitting the group 
Fig. 5. Example in the proof of Property 4 
eluding earliness and due-date costs) of the group that covers periods i through ,j 
(i < j). Let U, = Liz/p]. When i > 1, Ui represents the number of jobs in a 
group that covers i due-date periods. Then TV can be evaluated recursively as fol- 
lows: 
l-12 = [(I42 + Ul + 1)/3] + [&(Uz - 1)p - (Uz - UI - 1 )t], 
where the first term on the right-hand side of the equation is the due-date cost and the 
second term is the earliness cost of the group (see Fig. 6). For j = 3,. .,/I, 
rlj = rl,j-I + [(uj + l>Pl 
+[~(Uj(Uj - l)- Uj_l(Uj_1 - l))p- (Uj - U,j-1 - l)(j - l)r-(j -2)?]. 
where the second term on the right-hand side is the difference in due-date cost between 
Ttj and Tr,j-1, and the third term is the difference in earliness cost between these two 
groups (see Fig.7). For i=2 ,..., n-l and j=i+l,..., fz, 
rij = r,-l.j-1 + U,-i+lfi. 
Hence, the values of all Tij (i < j) can be evaluated in 0(n2 ) time. 
Note that if a group covers only one period, it may have less than UI jobs. We 
define pi(r) as the minimum cost (including earliness and due-date costs) to assign 
1 jobs to due-date periods i, i + 1,. . . with at most u1 jobs per period. When i = 1, 
r?, (1 ), f,(2). . . . , f1 (n) can be evaluated using the following method. For every due- 
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each of these each of these 
u2-4 -1 jobs has y+l jobs has 
due-date cost p due-date cost 2p 
I A h \I , 
0 7 22 
< , -v- 
I.+ jobs in this group 
(i) Due-date cost of this group = (~~-4 -1)p + (4 +1)28 ‘(4 +4+l)P 
total earliness of these ~~-4 -1 jobs 
= c;f,“‘-‘[(i-l)p+A] 
=tU,(4-l)p-fy(u,+l)p-(u:!-y-l)2 
/ * \/ 
total earliness of these 4 +I jobs 
= c;?:‘G-l)P =+4 (4 +UfJ 
h \ 
I ’ I I 
0 7 2r 
w 
A=(u,+l)p--r 
(ii) Earliness cost of this group=+ 4(4-1)~ -(u,-u,-1)7 
Fig. 6. The formula for rl? 
date period i = 1,. . , n, define “‘position (i,k)” (k = 1,. . . , ul) as shown in Fig. 8. The 
cost of assigning a job to position (i,k) is given as h(i,k) = ip + (k - 1)~. We first 
calculate the values of h(i, k) for i = I,. . . , n and k = 1,. . . , ~1. Let h’(l) be the Ith 
smallest value among all h(i, k)‘s. (It is not difficult to see that h’( 1 ), . . . , h’(n) can be 
obtained in O(n2) time.) Then fi( Z) is given as 
f,(l) = h’(l) 
and for I = 2,3 ,..., n, 
fl(Z) = f,(Z - 1) + h’(l). 
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total cost of these u, -u,_,-1 jobs 
= ~:~~““-‘[(i-l)p+ A]+(uj-u,_,-l)fi 
=1z[u,~y-l~-u,~,~~,~,+~~I~-~u,-u,_,-~~~j-~~5+~y-~,-,-~~P 
earliness and due-date cost of this job 
= uj_,p-(J-2)2+2p 
/ \ 
/ I I I lg<l III I I I I *-* I I I i 
0 z 2r jr 
wL V 
/ 
A=(u,_,+l)p-(j-1)~ total cost of these u,_, jobs 
= r,.,., + u,-,P 
Fig. 7. The formula for T,,, 
r-_____,__-________,_______r--______, 
I : I I I . . . 1 I 
I I I I 1 I 
I 
(i-1)2 iZ 
position (i, u,) position (i, 2) position (i, 1) 
Fig. 8. Positions in due-date period i 
For i > 1, fi(l) can be evaluated by the formula 
pi(Z) = pi_,(l) + lfl. 
Hence, the values of all fi(l) (i, 1 = 1,. , n) can be evaluated in 0(n2) time. 
Given all the values of Tij and p,(l), the following dynamic program solves the 
equal processing time case of problem P. 
Dynamic program for the grouping problem 
( 1) Define f(i,j) = minimum cost to assign the subset of jobs {.I,, , J,} into the 
first i due-date periods subject to the constraint that each group must cover at least 2 
due-date periods. 
(2) Recurrence relation 
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(3) Boundary conditions 
(4) Objective 
The validity of this objective follows directly from Property 5. This dynamic program 
has a computational complexity of 
( lnh I 0 C (Ui - iUl + 1)i 60((n/ul)3). i=O ) 
Thus, the above procedure solves problem P with identical processing times in 0(n3) 
time. Note that this running time is only pseudo-polynomial since the input of the 
identical processing time problem can be encoded using only O(log IZ + log r + log p) 
bits. However, this solution procedure is much more efficient than the general dynamic 
program described in Section 3. Note also that this algorithm can easily be modified 
to solve problem P(m) with identical processing times as well. 
6. Conclusions 
We have analyzed the complexity and heuristics of the Fixed Interval Due-Date 
Scheduling Problem. We proved that problem P is NP-hard in the strong sense, while 
problem P(m) is pseudo-polynomial time solvable if m is a fixed number. A sim- 
ple heuristic was introduced to solve problem P(m) and worst-case analysis was per- 
formed. We proved that, when m is a constant, our heuristic has a worst-case bound 
of Z”/Z* <m. An 0(n3) time dynamic programming algorithm was also developed to 
solve the special case where all the job processing times are identical. 
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